Grocery shopping in an ICLEI-approved EcoMobile City
“Must pedal faster - the ice-cream's melting”

“This EcoM25 is a real joy, isn’t it?”
“Yes, I love it! Plenty of time to chat to other pedalers as we take a month of Sundays to get to where we’re going”
(No quips as to how the EcoM25 is indistinguishable from the current M25, please :-)

An EcoPic: EcoMobility AND EcoBirdCrunchers all in one photo.
Killing two birds with one EcoStone, so to speak...

“Soon be at Granny’s - only another 250 miles to go!”

“Are we nearly there yet...?”

“How’re we doing for time?” “Yep, we’re OK - we should just get to work before it’s time to turn around and pedal home again”
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